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Status Report:

- The following administrators have been selected for review this year: VP Allada, VP Krishnamurthy, VC Robinson, VP Schwartz, and Dean Goff.
- The surveys will be administered anonymously through Blackboard involving all T/TT faculty. Numerical results will be available to the T/TT faculty. Written comments go to the administrator reviewed and their direct supervisor.
- Self-assessments have been requested from each administrator and information from four of the five administrators have been received.
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- The surveys will be available shortly – the Blackboard site is expected to be ready by next week – and then the faculty will have two weeks to complete the surveys.

- Information from last year: We had approximately 75 respondents (about 25% of T/TT faculty) of which only 6 were paper surveys (faculty were given a choice between paper and electronic).

- PLEASE complete the surveys.